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Sports have high risks of knee injury whether to elite or recreational participants. Proprioception and 
muscle strength might be factors that reduce knee injuries risk. Elite athletes showed enhanced 
proprioceptive acuity and isometric muscle strength in knee rotation compared to non-athletes. Whether 
recreational soccer participation, likewise, enhances knee rotatory proprioception and isometric muscles 
strength is not yet studied. The primary purpose of this study was to check whether recreational soccer 
participation would influence knee rotatory proprioceptive acuity and knee rotators isometric muscles 
strength compared to healthy sports non- participants. Secondly, was to check whether knee rotators 
isometric muscles strength correlate to knee rotatory proprioceptive acuity. This cross sectional study 
was conducted on thirty healthy male volunteers, 15 recreational soccer participants (RSP) and 15 
matched not participating in sports (controls). Evaluating knee rotation proprioceptive acuity were carried 
out using active movements’ discrimination tasks. Knee rotators isometric muscles strength was 
assessed using hand held dynamometer. Unpaired T- test was used to compare groups’ means for 
proprioceptive acuity and isometric muscles strength. Paired T- test was used to compare within groups 
means differences between internal and external rotations knee proprioception and isometric muscles 
strength. Pearson correlation coefficient was used to correlate external and internal rotation 
proprioceptive acuity and isometric muscles strength of knee external and internal rotators respectively 
in both groups. Proprioceptive acuity was enhanced in internal rotation in RSP group compared to 
controls (P= 0.031). Isometric muscles strength showed higher values in RSP compared to control group 
in external (P= 0.023) and internal (P= 0.041) rotation respectively. Within groups’ isometric muscles 
strength of external rotation were higher than internal rotation in RSP (0.002) and control groups (0.001) 
respectively. No significant correlations were reported between proprioceptive acuity and isometric 
muscles strength for either directions of movement or groups. Recreational soccer players showed 
enhanced knee proprioception in knee internal rotation, and isometric muscles strength of knee external 
and internal rotators compared to controls. These enhancements might serve to protect against knee 
injuries, especially those injuries with rotation mechanisms such as anterior cruciate ligament and 
meniscus injuries. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Health related benefits of sports participation 

are numerous, however, it has a considerable risk 
of injury for elite as well as recreational athletes 
(Bahr and Krosshaug, 2005). One of the 
protection mechanisms against joints injuries is 
proprioception, being a sensory mechanism that 
helps optimizing neuromuscular control and 
reducing load to joint structures like tendons and 
ligaments (Bahr and Krosshaug, 2005; de Vries et 
al., 2016)   Proprioceptive in-acuity may render a 
joint unable to sense and respond to joint loads 
and stresses. In consequence, connective tissue 
and ligaments injuries surrounding joints may be 
injured (Rozzi et al., 1999). Knee joint loading is 
primary in the anterior posterior direction, albeit 
knee joint loading in varus/valgus and 
internal/external rotation (IR/ER) directions may 
contribute to joint injuries and/or diseases 
(Cammarata and Dhaher, 2011). For example, 
rotation is frequently a main component in anterior 
cruciate ligaments injuries, which is one of the 
most common and serious knee injuries (Bere et 
al., 2013; Olsen et al., 2004). However, studies of 
proprioceptive acuity of the knee joint in 
transverse (internal/external rotation) and frontal 
(varus/valgus) planes of movement are still few 
(Cammarata and Dhaher, 2011). One of the 
earliest investigations in healthy asymptomatic 
subjects reported better proprioception acuity in 
knee internal versus external rotation (Muaidi et 
al., 2008) . A later study showed better 
proprioceptive acuity of active knee rotation in 
elite athletes compared to matched healthy 
subjects, with internal rotation being significantly 
better than external rotation (Muaidi et al., 2009). 
Authors of these two studies suggested that 
enhanced proprioception acuity might be innate, 
related to rate of sport participation, or intensive 
athletic training. All these suggested alternatives 
are likely. For instance, healthy non-athlete 
females showed less proprioception acuity 
compared to males in knee IR direction (Nagai et 
al., 2012). Being in a non-athlete groups, these 
gender differences are not related to sport 
participation or athletic training. However, intense 
athletic training has been reported to enhance 
knee proprioception acuity in athletes (Lephart et 
al., 1996; Lin et al., 2006). Besides proprioception, 
knee muscles activity and strength are other 
factors that aid knee joint stability and control. 
Active contraction of knee muscles results in 
developing joint stiffness, that acts to protect 
passive knee restrains (Wojtys et al., 2002). In an 
investigation of active muscle protection of the 

knee in rotation, results showed significantly lower 
volitional activation of knee muscles during 
internal rotation loading in female athletes 
compared to male counterparts (Wojtys et al., 
2003). Their results suggested better protection of 
knee structures against knee rotation injuries in 
male subjects Afterwards, a comparison of 
isometric muscle strength (IMS) of knee rotators 
between elite athletes and non-athletes showed 
significantly higher knee rotators IMS in elite 
athletes compared to non-athletes(Muaidi et al., 
2009). Previous investigations did not report 
whether recreational sports participation would 
enhance proprioception acuity and active knee 
rotator muscles IMS or not. Most previous work 
concentrated on elite athletes because of their 
higher exposure to sport injuries, however, most 
youth participates in soccer in recreational basis 
(Chrisman et al., 2012). Accordingly, in this study 
the aims were to check the proprioception acuity 
of the knee joint during active knee rotation, and 
IMS of knee rotators in recreational soccer 
participants versus matched healthy non-sports 
participants. A secondary aim was to identify if 
there is a correlation between proprioception 
acuity of the knee joint in transverse plane and the 
IMS of knee rotators in volunteers of both groups. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHOD 
 Design 

This is a cross sectional study that 
investigated proprioceptive acuity of active knee 
internal and external rotations and Knee rotators 
IMS. Comparisons were held between a group of 
recreational soccer participants (RSP) and a 
group of non-sport participants (control) matched 
for age, weight, and height.  

Subjects 
Thirty male volunteers participated in this 

study. Fifteen recreational soccer participants 
(RSP group), who participated in soccer games 
for an average of 3-5 times a week for a minimum 
of 1 hour per time. While fifteen matched non-
sport participant constituted the control group.  
Participants were excluded from this study if they 
had any previous knee joint surgeries, previous 
fractures of the lower limbs, or any other knee or 
lower limb injuries during the last 3 months. 
Further, the volunteers in RSP group were 
excluded from the study if they had a participation 
break for 2 weeks or more during the last six 
weeks, which resembles the passive rest period of 
a soccer player off-season (Slettalokken and 
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Ronnestad, 2014). Ethical approval was obtained 
from the institutional research board at IAU.  
 
Procedures 

Volunteers in both the RSP and control 
groups had the same assessment procedures. 
Each volunteer visited the laboratory once for an 
average of 120 minutes. This included explanation 
of the study aims and procedures, signing 
volunteer consent form for participation, and 
evaluation. One examiner collected all outcome 
data. Previous studies (Muaidi et al., 2008) , 
(Muaidi et al., 2009) showed that there were no 
differences between dominant and non-dominant, 
or right and left legs neither in proprioceptive 
acuity nor IMS of knee internal and external 
rotators, both in healthy subjects and in elite 
athletes. Accordingly, to limit the time of data 
collection for each subject, only right knees of all 
volunteers were arbitrary selected for testing. 

Proprioceptive acuity 
Proprioceptive acuity of active knee rotation 

was assessed using absolute judgement task or 
single stimulus identification. This single stimulus 
identification test was used to obtain the just 
noticeable difference (JND) which is the measure 
of movement discrimination. JND is the ability of a 
subject to discriminate correctly between two 
closely related stimuli in 75% of the trials (Pacey 
et al., 2014). In this case, the stimuli are closely 
related ranges of motion of knee internal and 
external rotations. Measurement of knee 
proprioception acuity used Knee rotatory 
kinesthetic device (KRKD). The KRKD device was 
originally designed and validated for assessment 
of knee proprioception in the transverse plane 
using active movements’ discrimination tasks 
(Muaidi et al., 2007). It consists of hardware and 
software components. Hardware consists of a 
height adjustable seat, a base with a 1800 
goniometer, and three mounted platforms (one 
movable in the center and two fixed at either 
sides). The front end of the movable platform has 
an indicator that moves over the goniometer to 
show the range of rotation. Two movement 
stoppers are used. The first one is a fixed stopper 
at the front of the lateral side of the movable 
platform and can be switched from side to side 
according to direction of knee rotation tested. The 
second is a movable stopper attached underneath 
the movable platform to an actuator arm that 
connects the movable platform to a stepper motor 
drive. The stepper motor controls the range of 
movement stimuli produced during assessment. A 

special computer software controls the stepper 
motor and is used to record results of the trials 
(Muaidi et al., 2007). Software of KRKD set four 
movement stimuli (positions to discriminate) in 
each of the knee rotation directions controlled by 
the stepper motor; internal rotation (IR) and 
external rotation (ER). Differences between 
discrimination positions were 1.50, which is difficult 
but not impossible to discriminate (Muaidi et al., 
2009). All position were in midranges of internal 
and external rotations; IR movement stimuli were 
set to (13.50, 150, 16.50, and 180), while in ER 
movement stimuli were set to (180, 19.50, 210, and 
22.50). Each of directions of motion was tested 
separately. The order of testing IR or ER 
proprioceptive acuity was randomized; the 
direction of motion to be tested first was randomly 
selected by a blind draw. Movement stimuli were 
termed 1-4 from smaller to larger preset ranges of 
either IR or ER. Volunteer assumed sitting 
position and examiner adjusted the height of the 
KRKD chair such that the hip and knee flexion 
angles are positioned to 900. The left foot rested 
on the left side fixed platform. The thigh and foot 
of the right lower limb were stabilized; thigh was 
placed between 2 thigh-stabilizing uprights at the 
front of the upper surface of the chair seat, and 
foot was stabilized using foot clippers. A screen 
was place to prevent the volunteer from getting 
visual cues during testing. All visual and auditory 
distractions were eliminated, and the laboratory 
was kept silent throughout the test procedures. 
The volunteer was allowed a familiarization trial 
that consisted of 12 repetitions (3 movements/ 
stimulus) in three sets presented in a known 
sequence; from smaller to larger, larger to 
smaller, then smaller to larger again. During 
familiarization, the examiner gave the volunteer 
continuous feedback about each of the test 
positions. During test, the movement stimuli were 
presented 40 times (10 repetitions for each 
position). The device software randomized the 
order of the positions by shuffling them 
automatically for each volunteer and direction of 
motion. For each test repetition, examiner asked 
volunteer to move to the test position from the 
starting position (zero position on the goniometer). 
When volunteer reached the test position the 
KRKD stopped the platform, and volunteer was 
asked to hold the position for 10 seconds to 
memorize the position before returning to starting 
position. Then, the examiner asked the volunteer 
to move back to the same position he memorized 
and voluntarily stop the movable platform there. In 
the second movement the KRKD did not stopped 
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the movable platform even if volunteer overshoot.  
When the volunteer had stopped the platform, he 
was asked to identify the position as one of the 4 
test positions. The examiner recorded volunteer’s 
answer to the software and move to the next step 
until the 40 trials were finished. Volunteer was 
enabled 5 minutes rest period prior to testing the 
opposite direction of knee rotation. The same 
procedures were repeated in testing the opposite 
direction of rotation and data were also recorded.    

Isometric muscle strength (IMS) 
The IMS of knee IR and ER muscles were 

assessed using Microfet II (Hoggan scientific, 
LLC. UT, USA) handheld dynamometer (HHD). 
The HHD was aligned with the front of the lateral 
side of the movable platform, according to test 
direction, either in direction of knee IR and ER. 
The sequence of direction of motion testing was 
identified by a blind draw. The volunteer was 
allowed a familiarization trial of a submaximal 
contraction for each direction. During testing, 
volunteer was asked to push against the HHD as 
much as possible and examiner gave verbal 
reinforcement to volunteers during testing. The 
test was repeated 3 times in each test direction 
and average value of the 3 trials was used for 
further analysis. There was a 30-second rest 
interval between each test trial and a 2-minute 
rest between testing of the two directions of 
motion. 

Statistical Analysis 
Probit analysis, a subroutine of SPSS 12 for 

windows, was used to calculate JND values for all 
volunteers. Unpaired T- test was applied to 
assess the significance of mean differences 
between RSP and control groups in knee 
proprioception acuity in IR and ER directions of 
rotation and IMS of knee rotators. Paired T-test 
was applied to assess the significance of mean 
differences of outcome values between IR/ER 
directions of motion, and IR/ER muscle groups 
within each group. Pearson correlation coefficient 
was applied to correlate the proprioception acuity 
in knee IR and ER directions of motion to IMS of 
knee IR and ER rotators in both groups. 
 
RESULTS  

Demographic data of volunteers in RSP and 
control group are in Table 1. There were non- 
significant differences in age (P=0.354), weight 
(P= 0.836), and height (P= 0.124) between 
volunteers in both groups. 

 

 
 
 

Table 1: Demographic data of volunteers 
 RSP group Control group 

Age  
(years) 

23.27 (+ 2.99) 22.33 (+ 2.41) 

Weight 
 (Kg) 

68.22 (+ 12.01) 66.87 (+ 21.86) 

Height  
 (cm) 

170.43 (+ 4.41) 166.33 (+ 8.86) 

Each value is the Mean+SD 

Proprioceptive acuity 
The comparison between RSP and control groups 

in proprioceptive acuity showed significantly lower JND 
in the direction of IR in RSP relevant to the controls 
(P=0.031). On the other side, the comparison showed 
non-significant difference JND in the direction of ER 
between volunteers in RSP and control groups 
(P=0.536) (Table 2). 

Table (2): Mean JND of knee internal and 
external rotations between RSP and control groups 

 
RSP 

 group 
Control 
 group 

t-  
value 

Sig. 

IR (O) 1.34 (+ 0.66) 0 2.07 (+ 1.04) 0 - 2.292 0.031* 

ER (O) 1.67 (+ 0.77) 0 1.85 (+ 0.78) 0 - 0.626 0.536 

 Each value is the Mean+SD. * P<0.05 
 

Comparison held between JND of IR and ER 
showed non-significant differences within RSP 
(P= 0.184), as well as control group (P= 0.467) 
(Figure 1) 
Knee Rotators IMS 

Results showed significantly higher IMS of 
knee ER muscles in the RSP group compared to 
control group (P= 0.023). Likewise, IMS of knee 
IR muscles was significantly higher in RSP 
compared to control group (P=0.041) (Table 3). 

Within groups comparisons of the IMS of knee 
IR and ER muscles showed significantly higher 
mean IMS of knee ER muscles compared to IR 
muscles in the RSP group (P = 0.002), and the 
control group (P=0.001) (Figure 2). 

Correlation between proprioception acuity and 
IMS 

There were no statistically significant 
correlations between proprioception acuity and 
IMS of knee ER and IR muscles, in neither RSP 
nor control groups (Table 4). 
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Figure 1: Mean differences between JND of IR and ER movements within 

RSP and control groups. Knee Rotators IMS (* P<0.05) 
 

Table (3): Mean JND of knee IR and ER IMS between RSP and control groups 
 RSP group Control group t- value Sig. 

IR IMS (N) 84.37 (+ 21.58) 68.00 (+ 20.16) 2.146 0.041* 

ER IMS (N) 108.14 (+ 27.44) 85.45 (+ 24.32) 2.397 0.023 * 

                           Each value is the Mean+SD. * P<0.05  
 

 
 

Figure 2: Mean differences between IMS of IR and ER movements within 
RSP and control groups. (* P<0.05) 

 
Table 4: Correlation between Knee IR and ER proprioception acuity, and knee IR and ER muscles 

in RSP and control groups 

  RSP Control 

  IR IMS ER IMS IR IMS ER IMS 

IR proprioception 
acuity 

r 0.193 0.224 -0.232 -0.299 

Sig. 0.490 0.421 0.406 0.278 

ER proprioception 
acuity 

r -0.141 -0.037 0.161 0.145 

Sig. 0.615 0.896 0.567 0.605 

                   Each value is the Mean+SD. * P<0.05 
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DISCUSSION 
The results of this study showed significantly 

lower JND, indicating better proprioceptive acuity, 
in knee IR direction in RSP group compared to 
control group. While, non-significant difference in 
proprioceptive acuity of knee ER direction 
between RSP and control group. No significant 
differences between proprioceptive acuity in IR 
and ER directions within the two groups. 
Comparison of knee rotatory proprioception in IR 
and ER directions between RSP and controls 
were not directly addressed in earlier literature. 
However, enhanced proprioception in direction of 
knee IR for RSP volunteers partly agrees with 
findings reporting better rotatory proprioceptive 
acuity in elite athletes compared to non-athletes 
(Muaidi et al., 2009). However, different levels of 
sport participation make a difference between the 
two studies. In the current study, volunteers in 
RSP group were participating sports regularly but 
on recreational basis. They did not have formal 
athletic training sessions as do elite athletes. This 
factor favors the suggestion that better 
proprioception acuity in RSP might relate to 
continuous participation in the current study 
group. Unfortunately, a limitation of the current 
study that it did not compared RSP to an elite 
athletes group who receive formal athletic training. 
Accordingly, it is unlikely to comment on possible 
differences in knee rotatory proprioceptive acuity 
due to formal athletic training. Current outcomes 
that ER proprioceptive acuity did not differ 
between groups is partly supported by earlier 
findings suggesting no significant knee rotation 
proprioception gender differences in ER direction 
from two different starting positions, IR and ER 
starting positions (Nagai et al.,2012). The 
difference between the two studies resides in two 
factors. The difference in proprioception 
assessment methods; in the current study JND 
was used to compare the proprioceptive acuity 
while the previous study used threshold to 
detection of passive movements (TDPM). Further, 
the compared groups in the previous study were 
healthy physically active males and females, while 
in the current study comparison was between 
RSP and non-sports participants healthy male 
volunteers. One previous study measured knee 
rotatory proprioceptive acuity in the same way as 
the current study (Muaidi et al., 2009). However, 
they commented on the differences between elite 
athletes and matched healthy subjects’ active 
knee rotation regardless of groups differences 
between IR and ER separately, with one 
exception; the dominant legs showed significantly 

better IR proprioceptive acuity in elite athletes 
compared to healthy subjects. Accordingly, it is 
likely that ER proprioceptive differences in their 
study did not reached significance, which supports 
the findings of the current study. Significant 
difference was shown between groups in IR rather 
than ER, possibly, due to the loading of ACL in IR 
direction (Nagai et al., 2012). It is a likely 
suggestion that sport participation resulted in 
facilitating proprioception input from the ACL 
mechanoreceptors, better activation of ACL- 
hamstrings reflex, thus enhancing the control over 
IR. Within groups, differences between 
proprioceptive acuity of knee IR and ER were 
non-significant in both groups. These results 
contradicts the findings of a previous study 
(Muaidi et al., 2009) who reported better IR over 
ER proprioceptive acuity within elite athletes 
group, while they had not commented on 
differences in healthy subjects. In their study they 
used JND from both lower limbs pooled together 
for analysis. This might tell about the difference 
from current study where one-side knee JND was 
used in comparisons. Whether formal athletic 
training enhances IR proprioceptive acuity in elite 
athletes and causes a significant difference with 
ER proprioceptive acuity is another likely 
explanation. However, it cannot be confirmed or 
negated based on the tested groups in the current 
study. Concerning IMS of knee IR and ER 
muscles, RSP group showed higher IMS than 
controls for both muscles groups. These results 
agreed with previous results (Muaidi et al., 2009) 
comparing elite athletes and healthy subjects.  
Probably, recreational participation in football 
games may cause them to be susceptible to 
repeated cutting and pivoting. These activities 
expose the knee to high rotation loads that might 
enhance the strength of knee rotators. The current 
study, as well as previous study(Muaidi et al., 
2009) agreed that ER-IMS was higher in both 
RSP and controls, and elite athletes and controls 
respectively. There were no statistically significant 
correlation between knee IR or ER proprioception 
acuity and IR-IMS or ER-IMS. Muscle spindles 
serve mechanoreceptor function that signal 
muscle length changes and rate of change 
(Solomonow and Krogsgaard., 2001)  . It is not 
clear that muscle strength had been previously 
correlated to the knee proprioceptors function. 
The non-significant correlation between 
proprioceptive acuity and muscle strength in a 
previous study (Pacey et al., 2014) partly support 
the findings in the present study.  Although 
differences between both studies reside in 
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differences in population and plane of knee 
motion assessed, however the lack of association 
between proprioceptive acuity and muscle 
strength is in common. Another previous study 
that supports current findings pointed out that 
Quadriceps muscle strength was improved 12 
months following total knee replacement, but they 
reported no improvement in lower limb 
proprioception over the same period of time 
(Levinger et al., 2012). Although they did not 
study the correlation between quadriceps strength 
and lower limb proprioception, their results gave a 
clue that these two parameters are not related. In 
this study that the lack of correlation between IMS 
of knee rotators and knee rotatory proprioceptive 
acuity may be due to lack of relevance. However, 
we should consider this suggestion cautiously as 
measurements of IMS of knee rotators were from 
neutral position, while measures of knee active 
movements’ discrimination were in midranges of 
knee IR and ER. It is a limitation in the current 
study that IMS of knee rotators were not tested in 
midranges of knee IR and ER ranges, in which 
case correlation might had been detected. 
Isometric muscle training produces highly angles-
specific changes in muscles strength (Folland et 
al., 2005) . Moreover, recently a research work 
showed that proprioceptive acuity in knee IR and 
ER directions varies significantly over sub-ranges 
of  knee IR and ER (Muaidi, 2016). Future 
researches to study correlation between knee 
rotatory muscle strength and proprioceptive acuity 
in the same part of knee rotatory range of motion 
might investigate this likely range specific relation. 

CONCLUSION 
Proprioceptive acuity of knee IR as well as 

IMS of knee IR and ER sounds enhanced by 
recreational soccer participation. Although both 
factors were not found correlated, both of them 
favor possible protection against knee injuries, 
especially with rotatory components.  Further 
studies are invited to compare these parameters 
between elite and recreational athletes. Also, to 
support their likely role in knee injuries protection. 
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